An Unexpected Flight Leads to
Unexpected Friendships
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It’s an Olympic sport that has drawn the attention of
millions in the past few years, and it certainly caught
the eye of 42-year old Scott Reiff. Curling is a medieval
Scottish game where a team of athletes slides a stone across
a sheet of ice in hopes of getting it to land in the center of
four concentric targets. Using brooms, two players work their
way down the rink clearing a path for the stone to travel.
At first glance, curling may not seem like a dangerous sport,
but there is definite risk involved. Unfortunately, Scott
learned this the hard way.
Scott was enjoying a fun weekend getaway in Lake Tahoe,
California when it all started. Being an adventurous person,
Scott’s vacation plans included a curling lesson with a
member of the Israeli Olympic Curling Team, a helicopter
tour of the lake, and a few other activities. However, while
in the middle of his first-ever curling lesson, Scott’s vacation
plans were dashed.
“I slipped,” said Scott. “You know what they say, the bigger
they are, the harder they fall. Well, I fell hard. When I
landed, I hit the back of my head on the ice.”

Scott was unsure of what had happened. What he did know,
was that he was experiencing some intense head pain.
“It happened so fast,” said Scott. “I just lay there and
thought to myself, “ow… that really hurt, what happened?”
Out of concern for the well-being of his student, Scott’s
instructor insisted that he spend the night at his house
where he and his brother could keep an eye on him.
“My instructor and his brother were really great guys,” said
Scott. “They drove me back to their house for the night; and
the next morning, when my head still wasn’t feeling right,
they took me straight to the emergency room.”
In the ER, doctors ordered a CT scan, and the results
weren’t good. Scott had suffered a cerebral contusion and
had bleeding in his brain. Despite his outward appearance
seeming normal, Scott’s injuries were potentially lifethreatening if not treated quickly with proper care.
Scott’s doctor had concerns about brain swelling, and
since the hospital didn’t have a neurosurgeon on staff, he
requested Scott be transported to a higher level of care via

the safest and fastest way possible—by helicopter. The crew at
CALSTAR-6 in South Lake Tahoe received the call.
“The flight to the hospital was incredibly quick,” said CALSTAR
Pilot, Mark Davis. “It takes less than a minute to fly from the base
to the hospital’s helipad.”
After touching down, Flight Nurses Beth Frisby and Jason Cronk
unloaded their equipment from the aircraft and headed inside to
prepare Scott for transport.
"With a patient who has a head injury, their condition can change
very quickly," said Jason. "It depends on the degree of the injury,
of course; but they can decline over the course of just a few
minutes or hours."

With the worry of his belongings lifted from his shoulders, Scott
was able to focus on the flight. As the helicopter lifted off and
began its journey around Lake Tahoe, Scott was on a stretcher in
the back attempting to crane his neck high enough to see out the
aircraft’s side window.
When Beth realized what Scott was trying to do, she took it upon
herself to try to help him make the most of the flight. For a few
brief minutes, she turned her attention to providing emotional
support in addition to physical care.
“Beth reached down, snatched my phone from me, and started
taking photos and videos of the scenery and showing them to
me,” said Scott. “I was excited to be going for a helicopter ride but
disappointed I couldn't see any of the scenery.”
After doing some sightseeing via his cellphone, Scott settled
in and took the opportunity to get to know his clinical crew.
The conversations that occurred during the flight left a lasting
impression on the crew.
“It was really great to be able to talk to Scott and get to know
more about him,” said Beth. “He seems like the type of person
who just totally embraces life. I remember wishing I was more like
him—adventurous.”
The flight was smooth, and thankfully, uneventful. It wasn’t long
before Mark was safely touching the aircraft down at CALSTAR
headquarters in Sacramento. There, the crew rendezvoused with
an ambulance that transported them over to Kaiser Hospital.
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When the pair arrived at Scott’s room, they were both surprised to
find Scott was very alert and in good spirits despite his situation.
“It was kind of funny,” chuckled Scott. “When Jason and Beth
walked in, I looked at them and said ‘hey, I’m actually supposed to
be on a helicopter tour around the lake right now!”
Despite his good attitude, this unforeseen injury was presenting
Scott with a few challenges. Namely, that his car and suitcase
were back at his hotel and he was heading to a hospital 2 hours
away in Sacramento.
In another true show of character, as Jason and Beth were
wheeling Scott off toward the helipad, his curling instructor called
him on his cellphone and insisted that Scott leave his car keys and
hotel information with someone at the hospital so he could help.
He and his brother would collect Scott's belongings and store
them at their house for safe keeping.

After Jason and Beth helped Scott settle into his room, doctors
decided he would need to stay for a few days for observation.
"I had the foggiest brain," said Scott. "My thoughts were very clear,
but at the same time, if I sat there and didn't think about anything, all
I could hear in my head was ‘you’re ok, just breathe.' That happened
for all 3 days that I was in the hospital. I knew I was in excellent care
based on the quick response from the ER doctors and the CALSTAR
flight crew, let alone the kindness of the curling instructors.”
Finally, Scott was released to go home. Luckily, for him, there was
no major damage done to his brain, and the only lasting effect
from his head injury was the loss of his sense of smell.
Today, Scott is still the same free spirit that he has always been.
And, we are happy to report that this past year, he finally got a real
helicopter tour of Lake Tahoe.
"I ended up going back to Tahoe in September and I took a private
helicopter tour around the lake, which was for pleasure this time
and not urgent care," laughed Scott. "After we landed, I walked over
to the CALSTAR base. It was a matter of fate because Beth just
happened to be there, and we got the opportunity to catch up."
The reunion between Scott and Beth was a rare and precious
moment that not many flight crews get to experience.
“We don’t normally receive updates on how our patients are doing
after transport,” said Jason. “We see people at their very worst.
So, when we do hear or see that things have turned around and
are now going well for them—that’s a really great feeling.”

